         ary Quantied Constraint Satisfaction Problems (QCSPs). F   tractable class of binary QCSPs is identied by using the bro          broken-triangle property must be same as that in the prex of            quantied variables can be shifted within or out of their blo                           



Problem Denitions
We rst give a formal denition of the QCSPs. Here we dene some variable sets as follows:
  
Quantied consistency for QCSPs was investigated for solvi        Quantied Arc Con-       Directional Quantied Arc Consistency   directional quantied  . Following these denitions, we give the denition of quantied arc consistency and directional quantied  
The denition of the QBTP is similar to that of the BTP for clas           QBTP must be same as that of the prex in the QCSP. 
          be a binary QCSP. If P satises the QBTP, for all triples of var 
As can be seen from Denition 5, we only consider the ordering of existentially quantied variables. The reason is that constraints between two universally quantied variables make no effect on the QBTP. 
Denition 7.                            universally quantied variable x  and an existentially quantied variable x                                            
Denition 7 restricts   is universally quantied and   is existentially quantied, as in the rest of this paper, we o                 is the closest universally quantied variable before                e Denition 7. 
Denition 8.           ) satises the broken-angle property under a binary QCSP P
                                                                                                       satises the QBAP under P                                                                                                                                                                                                                     is
